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Loneliness and the
aging population
How businesses and governments can address
a looming crisis
What causes loneliness in older adults?
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What is the impact of loneliness in older adults?

Individual

Caregiver

Medical

Public and societal

Lonely individuals
have increased physical and cognitive
health
risks that can decrease quality
of life

Caregivers provide
formal and informal
support to older adults
but will soon be outnumbered and unable
to meet the needs of
the growing demographic shift

Healthcare
systems experience additional pressure and
demands on limited resources due to higher
influx of individuals with
health conditions linked
to loneliness

Older adults are
treated as an invisible
population and whose
neglect decreases the
overall productivity
of society

Why is loneliness so difficult to mitigate?
Screening

Ecosystem

Non-existent standard medical or social screening
practices in place

Fragmented and incomplete
stakeholder ecosystem

Detection

Disconnect

Difficult detection
due to co-morbidity
with other health and
social conditions

Disconnection
among operations
of multiple point solutions

Lack of
individual action

Lack of
effective solutions

Assumptions
Stigma
Reluctance to reach out
for social support due to
social stigma

Challenges to
alleviate loneliness

Inaccurate assumption prioritizing technology simplification over personalization
and customization

How can future solutions help address loneliness in older adults?

How do we help people feel

Three key
questions

more engaged with others
and their community?

Create a new
kind of village

How can we
achieve new insights
for detection and intervention, to address and
alleviate loneliness?

How can we help people

create social vibrancy and
vitality in later life?

Achieve
new insights

Rebuild
social capital

Future solutions will require innovative thinking, disruptive
organizational and business models, and the support of new
technologies to adapt to the needs of a changing society.

To learn more about loneliness and the aging
population download the executive report:
ibm.biz/loneliness
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